We are an innovation leader of connected solutions for the transportation, logistics and distribution industries. We strive to enable our customers’ success through breakthrough ideas and solutions.

3-D PROTOTYPING
3-D Prototyping is one of the many tools that enhances our product design and speed-to-market.

CRAFTSMANSHIP
Wabash training programs grow our employees and ensure quality and consistency.
Transportation, logistics, and distribution is going through a momentous transition as it adapts to a compilation of forces.

Changing Dynamics
Sophisticated leaders know more, move faster, and are better equipped to manage the complexity of transport across the value chain and logistics models of delivery.

Interdependent Supply Chains
Increased dependence of supply chain security and realization of the interdependencies across entities and fragilities in the current system.

Expanding Connectedness
Increasingly agile and networked ecosystems enabled by new technologies that streamline business operations continuity.

Innovations that Drive Productivity
Advanced, disruptive material composites expanding possibilities of freight, optimizing payloads, improving thermal properties, and extending asset life.

Industry Growth
Corporate stalwarts with increasing power, influence, and expanding capabilities to vertically integrate and deliver with immediacy.

Corporate Citizenship
Shifting societal attitudes around sustainability, diversity and inclusion, resulting in heightened expectations of corporations to set and comply with firm moral standpoints, operate with environmental consciousness, and deliver on promises.
WHAT THE INDUSTRY NEEDS MOST

Our industry needs visionary leadership to solve today’s most pressing issues and expand what’s possible for tomorrow. Wabash is that leader.

We have a heritage of helping our customers move into the future and meet intensifying demands by going down a different path than our competition and reshaping an industry increasingly effected by social, technological, and logistics changes.

We have a track record of making leap-frog improvements in quality and consistency for our customers by reinventing how products are designed upfront in engineering with new technologies, as we did with DuraPlate® and continue to do to today.

We deliver maximum property benefits of state-of-the-art composites made possible through foresight to make big bets when it mattered most on applying advances in material science, like those in the new EcoNex™ technology.

And we’re expanding connectivity from the source all the way to the home to ensure safety, optimize efficiencies, and provide predictability.

DuraPlate®
DuraPlate’s unique formulation delivers a durable, lighter weight, and long-lasting structural solution for high performance in the most demanding applications.

EcoNex™
Our advanced EcoNex Technology delivers superior thermal efficiency and longer asset life to refrigerated carriers— all in a stronger, lighter weight composite.

COLLABORATION
A key element of how we ensure timely, value-add solutions for our customers.
Our first-to-final mile solutions made real through the commitment and dedication of our team.

Wabash employs more than 6,000 people across the United States and Mexico.
Our Solutions

World-class products for transportation, logistics and distribution.
Tank Trailers
Setting the standard for safety and innovation.

When it comes to hauling food and hazardous chemicals, the stakes are incredibly high. Our line of tanks trailers perform like no other in these zero-tolerance categories with precision engineering and application of the latest material science to produce products that are among the most advanced in the market.

Van Trailers
The trusted choice to optimize results.

Our suite of dry and refrigerated vans are recognized as the best in the industry for consistently proven performance and revolutionary product advances with no sacrifice.
Platform Trailers

Flexibility to meet every demand.

Our line of platform trailers is the broadest and most versatile in the industry including steel, aluminum, combination, straight deck and drop deck solutions that deliver every time.

Truck Bodies

Agile solutions that adapt to ever-changing needs.

Addressing the growing demands of dry freight and cold chain distribution, Wabash truck bodies are more durable, lighter weight, and engineered for unsurpassed thermal performance.

01 Right-fit product solutions.
Configuration variety in steel, aluminum and combo platforms, each with more standard features.

02 Lasts longer, performs better.
Built-in strength, lower maintenance costs and extended asset life.

03 Safeguarding drivers, our highways, and our environment.
Advanced sensors and telematics that warn drivers of potential issues.

01 Scalable across the value chain.
The only true first-to-final mile provider in the transportation industry.

02 Innovative refrigerated transport solutions.
Technology with up to 30% greater thermal efficiency and superior environmental and sustainability benefits.

03 Streamlined distribution and delivery.
Extensive network of distributors and dealers plus a one-stop shop for parts, services and commercial vehicle upfitting.
Wabash Acutherm™
Intelligent Thermal Management

Wabash Acutherm provides unsurpassed levels of thermal efficiency and management. Whether hot or cold, static or dynamic, component or complete solution, Wabash Acutherm’s performance translates directly into superior operational and financial benefits.

Refrigerated Van Trailers
All Acutherm van trailers are made with EcoNex technology, a state-of-the-art composite that is more thermally efficient and environmentally friendly than conventional refrigeration technology. This translates into superior financial performance and helps achieve even the most ambitious sustainability goals.

Refrigerated Truck Bodies
Regardless of cargo or the type of route, Wabash Acutherm refrigerated truck bodies meet the rigorous demands of multi-stop refrigerated delivery. They are thermally efficient and designed to be both lighter in weight and more durable. This results in Acutherm truck bodies that improve the bottom line.

Refrigerated Tank Trailers
Wabash Acutherm sanitary tank trailers provide intelligent and consistent temperature maintenance for the transport of liquid products. They feature the most sanitary interior available, resulting in no thermal defection from hot/cold cycles. The design exceeds the most stringent 3A standards, for more payload and worry-free transport at target temperatures.

Materials Innovation
Technological advancements such as EcoNex result in higher levels of thermal performance and a more favorable carbon footprint.

Breadth and Versatility
Temperature states can be maintained regardless of application or environmental conditions.

Operational and Financial Benefits
Structural integrity makes many components an ideal substitute for traditional materials (e.g., steel, wood).
Parts and Services
A faster and more responsive experience

Our priority is bringing our customer and dealer partners peace of mind when servicing their equipment. Inventory availability, technical professionalism, and rapid responsiveness are equally important in getting you on the road quickly— with equipment you can rely on.

01 Speed. Efficiency. Responsiveness. Less than 24-hour parts lead time and 1-week body mounting, assembly and upfit.
02 Service done right the first time, every time.
03 Lower overall total cost of ownership and optimized equipment utilization.

Commercial Transportation
Wabash provides our customers with a network of trained technicians at our dealer locations and authorized service facilities to care for your Wabash equipment. With locations across the North America, the highest standard of quality service is there wherever you are, whenever you need it.

Processing Equipment
Through innovation, and dedication to quality and craftsmanship, our stainless processing equipment solutions are manufactured to the highest of standards and designed to meet your specific requirements. Our highly specialized field service team strives to get your production up and running quickly and efficiently—no matter how demanding the application or challenging the on-site conditions.

Composites
Propelling the industry with advanced composites, our uninhibited drive to develop advanced material technologies is bringing new benefits. We dedicate resources and partner with those who complement our expertise and share in Wabash’s vision to turn big ideas to real, problem-solving solutions.
No one thinks the way we do, acts the way we do, or makes the kind of sweeping changes necessary to prepare for a very different world.

We are visionary, we are a leader, and we are a different kind of company that is changing how the world reaches you.

We are Wabash.